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NO,RMAI'IVE GROUND OF THE
JUDGlVIENT OF MORAL

OBLIGATION

Can a judgment of moral obligation, e.g.,' 1 ought to do X, '
where X stands for a specific moral action, be true or false? Is such
a judgment empirical, and if so, in what sense? What method or
mental operation is involved in the verification of such a judgment ?
This line of questioning arises because: (1) Unlike a scientific state-
ment, which merely describes what is the case, a judgment of obligation
is normative. It does not report a state of affairs; it prescribes an
action in the future, and this quality of prescription is what makes it
normative, de jure judgment. The normative content, it is held, is
not empirical or sensuous in character. It is a unique kind of reality.
Thus the question arises: whence does the judgment of obligation
derive its power of prescription? Can we justify it empirically? Can
we analyse 'ought' in terms of non-moral or factual predicates?
For, if 'ought' designates a non-empirical source or principle, and
if it is the ground of the judgment of obligation, then it would be
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to say that the judgment is
amenable to empirical verification or that it is corrigible. (2) In making
a judgment of obligation a person feels compelled, obliged, to perform
a certain act. He feels that he ought to perform the act regardless
of whether or not its consequences are pleasant or agreeable. This
feeling, which seems to correspond to 'ought' qua unique reality,
somehow becomes actual in the process of moral evaluation. So we
ask: What is the source of this feeling? Is it distinctive and separate
from the psycho-physical nature of the moral agent? Is it, for
example, a faculty or sense naturally or divinely implanted in man?

In this paper t intend to argue that (1) though the judgment of
obligation is not scientific=the way, for example a statement in physics
is-and though it is normative, evaluative, in the sense that it prescribes
a course of action, it is nevertheless empirical and thus can be subject,
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at least in principle, to empirical verification; (2) the ground of moral
obligation iii not a principle, a quality, of some kind of metaphysical
reality external to the moral situation but the claim created by the
inner demand of the moral situation. The phenomenon of 'ought'
emerges as a unique moral consciousness in the process of moral
reflection.

I

The judgment of obligation is, to begin with, a statement about
the world; it is occasioned by a problem and a demand for decision,
for action. When a person says, ' I ought to do X, ' he is under obli-
gation to perform a specific act in the near or remote future. The act
is expected to be right, or good, and well-reasoned. And in order
for these.two conditions to besatisfied the moral agent should be armed
with moral insight, that is, with adequate knowledge of what is moral
or right, and with a reasonable degree of intelligence by which he is
able to grasp the facts of the moral situation and then, on the basis
of this grasp, choose the right course of action. Next, the judgment
of obligation is made in, what I shall call, a 'moral situation.' By
this concept I mean the factors which contribute, directly orindirectly,
to the formation of the judgment: the agent's character-his emotions,
ideas, values, interests, hopes, material well-being, habits, etc.; the
social norms and accepted modes of behaviour; the factual aspects
of the moral problem at hand for example, if it is a question of euthanasia,
what are the financial, family, medical, legal, etc., facts which
are causally related to the choice of the prospective act? Facts
like these constitute the structure of the moral situation; they playa
crucial role in the formation of the moral judgment. The point which
merits emphasis here is that the moral situation is always changing,
unique; no two situations are identical. This is due to the fact that
the conditions of individual and social life are constantly changing.
Accordingly, the judgment of obligation is always a creative act.

Now let us take a concrete situation of moral obligation. Consider
the case of a young girl who is eighteen years old and who, despite
her will or desire, is raped by a ruthless and base man. And suppose
that the victim discovered that she is pregnant only three or four weeks
after the crime has taken place. This certainly is a moral problem;
it also creates a demand for action. The problem, however, can be
articulated in the following question: what ought I to do? Ou~t I
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to ~m;rtn ~:hQ~i'ation of abortion ? In a tare Il~ tlii~ it ~td be
foo1i~' 'si~ly to appeal to 'One's OOnsciettce, as if this c()hsbit~()e
prescribes (1ft its 'Own what we 'Ought to do apart' f~ottl ! m"hs:i<1.e'i'atfun
of the facts 'Of the ease: or to a moral prlncipie, fur example; TfroU
ShaH not Kilt !, Promote in whatever you do the rt\aximun\ 'Of I\a~ ..
ness in your life and the life 'Of 'Others! etc. It would be 'f'ObIi~b to
appeal to such sources unreflectively primarily because they are both
general and vague and do not contain any specific instruction on how
to act in this case, which has 'Occurred for the first time in the history
of the world. It would be awkward, moreover, to say, 'I ought not
to perform an operation of abortion, ' because the moral law says,
"m ffl)t K'i\~'! " attt\ since. this is an act of kiUi~.'g,it W6'titd t~'refore
be iYl\W!Oralte,perform an. operation of abottrort, because it 1'5 a '4~s-

'tUm 'Whether tM destruction 'Of tire foetus at this p<>ift~ and un<itr tb.~
present citcumsla!iWes is an act e,f killing, ,i.e., m1:l1'd>et. ~l~, is the
foetus ' human." and 'd<res ~tsdestruction constitate a'i\ act Of ttl:'flTd'et ?
·But this' is n().t tbe only l\Ueslion which we should coo.'S'idet.; We
sb:o\\\rl also ..-ex:ami'Be rite hopes, (}esire's, psyc~gtOal tt~~,. 'art(i.
i:nclinat:i<m of> tke girl; we should -oensider fUrther- het MateriAl \vel~-
beii\g, for 't'xaJ\\l'*le, )by as'kitng such qUe'sti~s as, is she pOOt '/ Can '~e
su~ he'r§elffkti:nciaUy? Is she still a·'Stude:ft1t? ils'S'he.fbe dnlYlChJ't<l.
dt her fMmly? We should, moreover, evaluate iheIf oaprB.'Ci-ty'<to lJIIave
,a :ohi~cres she need one ? Is 's~ "lua~ified M take care of i't? ,Is
she ent6tion:8.tly ready for it? Can she ~r:n\ the tMk by be'rfJelf ?
lI):nder what oondition:s would any choice 'We make conform to the
idea 'Of !Right 'or 'Good ? And so 'On.

We cannot, it seems to me, -deCide 'On what 'Oui,h't t6 be\\orte unle'Ss
'W~ first assess all these and some other felev'itnt facrs; 'and the necessity
of -t'6'fiLside't'in~them is what make's the jttdg1ueb.'t 'gf Qu'tIgati(jn' 'esse'll..
dart')' empirica!I'in character. 'But what role :do 'these tacts play 'in 'the
~ei':fflttrati01'1 '6f the j'tlCgment.? Whait is the basis of'ihe' '~gatton ?
Is h (I) a unique 'qna'tityl or (2) a prmciple 'rr<t.t'n whlcll"the Jui1;gRtent

t., .A 'nuJiibm' df'Cdntempdrarylphiiosophers hold 'that the gtound <>{tthejUdgn'Jttit
''Of-el:lliglttjon is a 'Unique property which the moral agent intuits ;in -the "moment
of mom' decision; gee. e.g., G. E. Moore, Principia Ethica (Cambridge: The
University Press, 1962); W. D. Reiss, The RlKht and the QtJod. (Oxford: at the
'C1ariintloh 'Press, 19(1); A. C. Ewing, Ethics (the Macmillan Co., 1953).
'For 'a tra:t!ltMm!lifoHhUl'Iltioh :of this position, see ft. Price, A Review d/the
~,;trlCip(i1 ·~uejfiiJn$. 'Of M(Ji'tils (Oxfot(l University Press,· (1938)..
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is • deduced '2 ? We cannot, firstly, say that the judgment is ditectly
deduced from a principle for at least three reasons: (1) ny its-very
nature the principle is general, abstract; it does not have specific reft;..
renee to the situations of experience. The latter are always variable,
unique. So it is difficult, almost impossible, to deduce from a general
principle a judgment about a fact which has not yet taken place. (2)
Ptinciples are not absolute commands and their authority is netfinal.
At best they are, or can be, good, effective guides in loold'nt at
experience, for they express the essence of past moral conduct. 'But
mOTal consciousness is a dynamic reality; it is constantly changing
and growing. Consequently, principles are constantly strbject to
further improvement or modification." (3) In performing a moral action
we do not argue, infer, or deduce our judgment. We simply try 00
discover what is good 'or right, and this on the basis of the facts already
established or the conception of moral value. We behave in actual
life more practically than theoretically. Broadly speaking, man first
engages in right or' good action and then reflects on the principles of
good and right 'conduct." The attempt to' deduce the judgment
of obligation from a higher principle reduces the moral experience,
and consequently the judgment 'itself, to an act of theoretical know-
ledge. But we do know from experience that this is not the case.
The judgment of obligation is (a) evaluative, 'for it appraises the
rightness or goodness of a concrete act; '(b) it points to the future, to
an event that will take place. This aspect makes it very difficult to
claim precise knowledge of its nature, or deduce' it, 'from a general
pttrl'ciple.

We cannot, secondly, accept the claim that the .ground of the
jll~'gment of obligation is a simple non-empirical property, Aflvocates

, .

2. 'Fot emphasis on the primacy df principle in the formation of 'the- jUlIgment
'of obligation, see Arhut, Pap, An IHtroduction to the Phllos'uphyol 'SCience (Tbe
Free Press of Glencoe, !962~,pp.410 ff.; W. 'D. H.Hson;;ed~ Nte,Js..(i)/tght
Question (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1969); I. Kant, Fundamental
Principles of the Metaphysics of Morals, tr. by Abbott (The Library of Liberal
Arts, 1949). An evaluation of this position has been cogently formulated by
thinkers like J. Dewey, Theory of the Moral Life (New York: Holt Rinehart
and Winston, 1960); P. H. Nowell-Smith, Ethics (penguin Books, 1959);
S. :r~lmin, -Reoson in EthiCfl (Cambridtle Uni~rslty Ptess, ,1900). •

3.' Arflong -tbe .process thinkers, A. N. 'W.hitehead provides a stteng <$eta~siaal
basis for this claim. See, his Adventures of Ideas (Mentor 'Bpoks, ,1960), Modes
oJ Thought '(New York: The Free Press, 1968), pp, 13 fr.'· .

4. Cf. W. D. Ross, Foundations of Ethics (Oxford: The Clarendon 'Press, 19'39);
'~ristdtle, Nic'homachean Ethics, 1'155A; :1', Butler, F;Jt~en Ser'mo-ffs ·mr -'flllmtin
Nature (London! 1729), . !. "
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of this position maintain that in a given moral situation a person does
not perceive or introspect this quality, but.by a special act of awareness
he ' intuits' it. This intuition becomes the basis of obligation. Men
like G. E. Moore stress, however, that though this property is simple
and indefinable it is not intuited in isolation, barely, but as belonging
to the moral situation. This position suffers from three basic defects:
(1) A person who does not have a conception of some knowledge of
, right' or ' good' would not be able to intuit these properties in a
given situation. In a way, intuition of what ought to be done now
depends on the knowledge 01 Right which one acquired in past experi-
ences. But is this knowledge sufficient? As indicated before, the
moral situation is always novel; thus the aspects, demands, conse-
quences, etc., Whichit entails vary. Therefore, past intuitive experiences,
which can easily be forgotten, are not enough to intuit the moral
property of the present situation," (2) If ' right' is indefinable, then
we cannot give reasons why a certain act is right; for the reasons
wich we adance would in a strict sense define the rightness of the
act. For example, if' X is right' is translated as ' X is right, because
X is an act promoting goodness, love, etc." then the rightness of .x
would be defined in terms of promoting goodness, love, etc. But if the
quality of rightness is indefinable, but available only to direct intuition,
we would not be able to settle moral disagreements or correct a judg-
ment if it happens to be mistaken. If I claim, for example, that I
have intuited X as a duty, and if I feel certain that my intuition is
sound, how would anyone contest my claim? (3) What is the onto-
logical status of this quality of rightness, or goodness? That is, what
sort of reality is it? We are told that it is a non-empirical quality;
but is it an essence or a concept of some kind? I may be begging
the question, though I do not think that I am, for we are told at the
outset that it is indefinable. But my concern is this: If this quality
is something we cannot define, and consequently we cannot communi-
cate, discourse about, or verify in experience, then it cannot be a strong,
rational basis for the judgment of moral obligation.

II

I have considered these two approaches to the ground of obli-
gation primarily because I am anxious to focus attention on the fact
that our conception of the judgment of obligation-that is, whether

5. a. Prof. P. F. Strawson's treatment of this point in .. Ethical Intuitionism "
Philosoph)'. XXIV, No. 88, 1949.
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or not it is scientific, corrigible, etc.--is to a measurable extent
determined by our analysis of its ground. Accordingly, if this ground
is an external power or principle, for example, a god on a mountain-
top, absolute law, conscience, the state, the church, etc., the very
meaning of moral acton would be undermined because then (1) moral
rules and injunctions would be indifferent to the individual as a
concrete being. (2) Moral behaviour would not any more be creative,
autonomous; on the contrary, the individual would act simply out
of compulsion or fear of external authority. But such behaviour is
not moral; for being free, at least potentially, is a necessary condition
for moral conduct. (3) The individual would be subservient to the
moral authority or law, but, as Hegel reminded us some time ago,
the law is made for man and not man for the law. 'Right: "good,'
, justice, , and the rest of the moral values, derive their meaning from
a consideration of the: end of conduct. "The first step in ethics,"
Dewey writes, "is to fix firmly in mind the idea that the term moral
does not mean anyspecial or peculiar kind of conduct, but simply
means practice and action, conduct viewed not partially but in"con-
nection with the end which it realizes.?" Thus' ought' in a judgment
like, • I ought to do X,' is not a ready-made reality or concept; its
meaning is creatively determined in the process of moral evaluation.
One feels obliged to behave in a certain way, not because of an external
authority, but because of the claim, demand, created by the present
moral situation:' "We ought to do so and so simply because of the
existing practical situation; because' of the relationships in which We
find ourselves."? Thus' ought' emerges inmoral experience; it emerges
because of the unique interrelationships of the facts which constitute
the situation. It follows from this that before our victim, Whom I
cited earlier, makes a judgment on what she ought to do she is to under-
stand and assess the facts which are related' to her problem. The
facts become, in a sense, the basis of her judgment; they are also
the basis of the feeling of obligation. So, given any concrete moral
situation, there would be for it only one right course of action. This
is the main reason why we should insist that the judgment of obligation
is corrigible, verifiable, and that it is empirical in nature.8

6. J. Dewey, Outlines '0/ a Critical Theory 0/ Ethics in the Early Works 0/ John
Dewey (Southern Illinois University Press, 1969), Vol. 3, p. 342. .

7. J Dewey, " Moral Theory and Practice, " in The Early 'Works '0/ John Dewey,
Vol. 3, p. 105.

•,·3. Cf. K. Baier, The Moral Point 0/ View, abridged version (New York: The
Random House, 1965), pp. 138 ff.
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, , We ,sJ,lo:uld..now ask : by what process or mental operation do we
form the judgment of obligation? In what sense is it empirical Of
{actual? Let me, first point out that in deciding whM he ought to do
a person should seek to realize what is right in his act; and jn a sense
the reahzation of the. idea of Right i~ what confers the status of obli-
gation on the judgment. Right is, therefore, the principle of duty.
I should hasten to add, however, that the idea of Right is not divorced
from the concept of good; on the contrary, it is 'an expression of the
COJW]:lonGood which the individual and society try to achieve, And
siu~ society in all its' aspects and institutions is changing and progres-
sive the content of the Good, or its meaning, is never final but always
an expression of the ideal and values striven for by the community.
Thus~ 'what ought to be done in a concrete situation is a task to be
achieved in the process of moral reflection. 'The ability of the moral
agent to discover the right course of action is what gives rise to 'ought'
as a phenomenon of moral obligation; for consciousness or' what is
ri~\,' and commitment ~o it, is what creates and arouses the feeling
of moral obligation. This feeling becomes the basis of the judgment
of Obligation. Hence though , ought' is not a metaphysical or supra-
sensible reality it is not identical with' is ' or the facts of the moral
situation. It simply emerges as a unique phenomenon of moral conscious-
ness, that is, as a consciousness that an act is right. This account

, ,

resolves, I think, the debate on the is-ought question which has become
so frequent in contemporary ethical discussions, primarily because
there is in fact no 'ought,' as a pre-formed reality or concept, to be
related or reduced to "is '."

Thus the distinction between ' is ' and ' ought' is not logical or
seJIiautical but ontological ; it is a distinction between two types of
activity, description and evaluation. In description, which is the basic
feature of enquiry in the natural sciences, we state, report, what is the
case; we do not attempt to change or remove conduct. In evaluation
W~ (1) know and (2) appraise the facts, and then on the basis of this
activity we judge what ought to be done. Now what is the distinctive
nature of this activity?

The mental operation involved in forming the judgment of obli-
gation is 'reflective intuition'. I say 'intuition' because in a given
moral situation a person directly, immediately, perceives what he
ought to do. What he perceives, however, is not a quality, concept,

·9. U. M. H. Mitias, .. Dewey on Moral Obligation," The Southwestern Joumal.
of Philosophy, Vol. VII, No.1, 1976.



·or some kind of feeling but thttt 1l prospective act is righr an,4 as .such
it ought to be done ... 1 stress immediacy because intuition is neither
discursive nor deductive in character but the result of (1) rational
insight into the moral demand created by the factual elements which
constitute the structure of the. moral situation" and. (2) the moral
insight which a person enjoys at the moment of moral decision, Thus
though .immediate, intuition is a critical, reflective, deliberative acti-
vity; for, again, the moral agent cannot pronounce his judgment unless
he (1) knows the facts which are causally related to the process of moral
evaluation, and (2) evaluates th-se facts, and this in terms of the estab-
lished concept of goodness and his sense of moral perfection. The
aim of this activity is to discover the better or Worse act. We are not
here interested in discovering knowledge or truth as such but a certain
kind of value, a value that will determine what the character will be
and not what it will have. The main task of the moral agent in this
process is to translate the general nature of goodness or rightness into
concrete content; and only when this happens does the prospective act
conform to the idea of right and goodness and, consequently, acquires
its moral aspect. This act of translation is the very heart of moral
intuition.

It should be clear from what has been said so far that the judgment
of obligation is empirical, not only because, as we have seen, it is
based on the factual content of the moral situation, but also because
in its very essence it is practical, that is, it is intended to produce a
definite act. But in what sense is it empirical? Does the fact that
it is also normative undermine its empirical nature? No; for when
we say that the judgment is normative we mean that it prescribes a
a course of action; that is, it makes a claim upon the moral agent. But
the claim, usually signified by 'ought', emerges, as we saw, in the
midst of moral evaluation. I am aware that the determination of
what ought to be done is never absolutely true, primarily because our
knowledge and assessment of the facts are never final or complete.
Yet despite this sort of defect, which is generally characteristic of
what we do in ordinary life, the judgment of obligation is corrigible;
and it is corrigible, at least in principle, because the conditions under
which it is made are factual and always subject to rational investigation
whether in respect of our beliefs or consideration of the facts which
are crucial for the judgment. Thus when one makes a judgment it
should be possible for his judgment to be contested, theoretically if
not practically. And the criteria by which we test the general validity
of the judgment are: (1) soundness of rational consideration of the
facts and the possible consequences of the prospective act; (2) conformity

Dh.-8



:(j!'the-,cho~eii'act :t()':tbe'id'e'3.1it'l6diJ treSs or 'rightness '3.& tecogn1:zed' by
reason and 'social wisdom. The worst thing that could happen to a
man is to think that his moral convictions are right and that they
·cannot be questioned. 'This .sort ·of· evil becomes most dangerous
especially when those in political -power tend to think that justice,
and truth. are, without question, on their side!
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